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Precious Chatterje-Doody

Precious’s public engagement work has primarily been in connection with the AHRC-funded project

“Reframing Russia: From Cold War to Information War.” This project analyses the multiplatform outputs of

Russia’s international broadcaster, RT, and investigates its impact upon target audiences. One of the

project’s key concerns is how best to approach RT’s operations in a political-media environment of

unprecedented mistrust. Her work aims to make nuanced and complex findings accessible and

understandable to public and policymaking audiences, when these audiences are time-poor and often have

specific preconceptions. She is interested in how packaging academic findings in different ways can

maximise their usefulness for different types of audiences – her outreach activities include contributions to

mainstream news outlets, fact-checkers and blogs; podcast and news media commentary; public events;

presentations and reports for specialist audiences; and policy briefings.

1. Launch event of the ”Reframing Russia” project, at the
Frontline Club, London, 2017. (Photo provided by Precious
Chatterje-Doody)
2. Interview for Voice of America’s Polygraph.info, Washington
DC, April 2019. (Photo provided by Precious Chatterje-Doody)
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https://reframingrussia.com/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2018/09/15/how-badly-did-russias-interview-with-the-skripal-poisoning-suspects-backfire/
https://www.polygraph.info/a/29903979.html
https://theconversation.com/post-truth-media-really-is-shifting-the-news-agenda-and-more-subtly-than-it-seems-82349
http://blog.gdi.manchester.ac.uk/rising-powers-special-the-brics-uncovered/
https://time.com/5615726/anti-russia-protests-georgia/
https://youtu.be/7hODdxvLsb8
https://www.preciouschatterjedoody.com/multimedia
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/771309/Global_Strategic_Trends_-_The_Future_Starts_Today.pdf
https://reframingrussia.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/reframing-russia-policy-brief-july-2019-.pdf


Victoria Donovan

Victoria’s work explores the visual heritage of industrialisation with a focus on Ukraine’s

heavily industrialised Donbas region. Placing the Donbas case in a comparative research

frame, her work underlines the common experiences and challenges faced by post-

industrial regions across Europe and demonstrates industrial heritage’s potential for

generating new thinking about post-industrial regions and fostering new forms of

creativity. She has led and collaborated on a number of projects in this area, including

Enthusiasm (2017-2018), De-Industrialization and Conflict in Donbas (2019), and

(Un)archiving (Post-)industry (2020-2021). Her work has helped enhance archival

collections (through digitization and institutional transfers); strengthen networks and

capacities in the heritage industries (through collaboration and knowledge exchange);

stimulate new forms of creativity around (post-)industrial themes (musical compositions,

photography exhibitions, film); and improve public awareness of (post-)industrial history

and heritage (through public-facing arts events, print media coverage and radio

broadcasts on project themes). Projects were realised in collaboration with Stefhan

Caddick, Iryna Sklokina, Dmitry Chepurnoi, Darya Tsymbalyuk, Volodymyr Kulikov, and

Dmitry Bilko and were funded by the Carnegie Trust, Arts Council Wales, the Global

Challenges Research Fund, and the House of Europe.

1. A trip with Donbas Summer School
participants to the Lysychansk coalfields,
July 2019. (Photo by Darya Tsymbalyuk)
2. Thinking aloud with participants at the
Donbas Summer School at IZOLYATSIA:
Platform for Cultural Initiatives in Kyiv, June
2019. (Photo by Dmytro Chepurnyi)
3. Archival video and photo materials from
Mariupol Local History Museum and
Pokrovsk Historical Museum at
(Un)archiving (Post-)industry project
workshop, March 2020. (Photo by
Oleksandr Makhanets)
4. Visitors to the Enthusiasm exhibition at
Durham Miners’ Hall in Durham, May
2019. (Photo by Dmytro Chepurnyi)
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http://www.stefhancaddick.co.uk/new/enthusiasm/
https://crscees.wp.st-andrews.ac.uk/monotown/
http://www.lvivcenter.org/uk/chronicle/news/3416-20-03-31-house-of-europe/
https://www.facebook.com/suspilne.donbas/videos/2298491040457727/
https://izolyatsia.org/en/project/deindustrialization-and-conflict/donbas-studies-summer-school/
https://simongore.co.no/works/enthusiasm/
https://donbasstudies.org/hughesovka-story/
https://vimeo.com/238789051/5b78d8c465
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/destinations/europe/ukraine/articles/hughesovka-the-ukraine-city-donetsk-which-came-from-wales/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m0006fl6


Sofia Gavrilova

Sofia is currently working on the project gulagmaps.org, funded

by Christ Church Research Fund, University of Oxford, which aims

to develop a multiscale Digital Humanities Geographic Information

Systems (GIS) platform for mapping the Stalinist repressions. Her

work advances our understanding of the spatial histories of the

repressions by developing new methodologies of mapping various

aspects of the Gulag, based on various sources: maps, archival

records, testimonies, interviews. The platform will have a

crowdsourcing element, allowing people to upload their data,

map their experiences and memories and will be largely based on

local knowledge and public input. Sofia aims to develop

overarching mapping technologies and methods, as well as legend

and visual symbols for various topological elements. From a

theoretical perspective, the project seeks to re-conceptualise

landscapes and places, which were heavily influenced and

“produced” by the system of Stalinist repressions.

1. The remains of the human-made islands in the
middle of the Vyshera river. Made for the Ussolag
prisoners to control the water logging.(Photo by
Sofia Gavrilova)
2. The “German” cemetery, Perm' region, where
forcibly resettled Germans are buried. (Photo by
Sofia Gavrilova)
3. Map of the Ussolag labour camp, north of the
Perm region, 1945.
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http://gulagmaps.org/


Maria Korolkova

Maria’s work explores the history and theory of the Russian and Eastern European film

tradition and its curation in a multimedia environment. Her recent projects include

participation in Kino Klassika’s Melodia! season (2020), as a part of BFI Musicals Programme;

Nikolai Izvolov’s visit and talk on restoring Dziga Vertov’s Anniversary of the Revolution, at

SSEES, UCL, London (2019); Bauer Project (2019), a film screening with live ensemble and

specially commissioned score at the Byre Theatre, St Andrews; A World to Win: A Century of

Revolution on Screen (2017), a film season at Regent Street Cinema and Barbican Centre,

London; and Dziga Vertov’s Day at the Centre Pompidou, Paris (2017). Her projects seek to

present Russian cinematic heritage in a way that corresponds to its values and rigour,

allowing it to be understood as a part of European and transnational cinema contexts.

1.”October: Ten Days That Shook the World” at the
Barbican. (Photo by Kino Klassika Foundation)
2. Poster for ”Vertov Day”. (Photo by Centre
Pompidou)
3.”Bauer Project” at Byre Theatre. (Photo by
Bauer Project)
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https://www.kinoklassikafoundation.org/project/melodia/
https://www.bfi.org.uk/musicals
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/ssees/events/2019/jun/london-premiere-dziga-vertov-anniversary-revolution
https://blogs.gre.ac.uk/scholarsinspotlight/2019/06/27/bauer-project-practice-as-research-project-exploring-gender-and-sexuality-in-early-russian-film-through-sound-and-music/
https://www.kinoklassikafoundation.org/project/world-to-win-century-of-revolution-on-screen/
https://www.centrepompidou.fr/cpv/ressource.action%3Fparam.id=FR_R-aa27a055fa52ec3f815416e31b124&param.idSource=FR_E-aa27a055fa52ec3f815416e31b124&utm_source=Kino+Klassika+Master+List&utm_campaign=66dcd98b21-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2017_11_23&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8cbc8e2d62-66dcd98b21-193782981


Mikhail Melnichenko

Launched in 2015, the Prozhito project initially aimed to create a

digital corpus of personal diaries and journals written in the

Russian language. Based on the project, Prozhito Center for the

Study of Ego-Documents at the European University at St

Petersburg, it was established in 2019. The corpus has become a

research tool, allowing visitors not only to read the physical diaries

but to work with a whole body of texts. The texts merged in the

corpus are both published and those that have entered into

scholarly circulation as a result of the project team’s efforts.

Prozhito is interested in any text of this type regardless of the age,

gender or social origins of the diaries' authors. More than 800

project volunteers are involved in searching, digitizing and

transcribing the manuscripts and published diaries. Prozhito holds

regular ‘laboratories’ and workshops for volunteers, both online

and offline.

1. Online laboratory dedicated to the personal writings of komsomolka Valentina Sokolova. (Photo by Prozhito)
2. Project presentation at the GAIDPARK Winter Discussion School. (Photo by Prozhito)
3. The cover of the diary of German Batishchev. (Photo by Ruslan Batishchev).
4. Online Laboratory at the GULAG History Museum. (Photo by Prozhito)

1. 2.

3. 4.

https://prozhito.org/
https://eusp.org/prozhito/about
https://youtu.be/lXJ0-oFn8Zk


Yevheniia Moliar

Yevheniia works on questions of Soviet cultural heritage preservation

during the era of decommunization in Ukraine. She researches the

representation of the “Soviet” in Ukrainian museums, public history

and commemorative practices. She is a member of the self-organised

initiative DE NE DE, which emerged in reaction to decommunization

processes in Ukraine and the work of the Institute of National

Remembrance. In her work with Ukrainian museums, Yevheniia tries to

defend these institutions’ autonomy and rights to determine

independently the content of their projects. Within the framework of

the project "The Museum is Open for Renovation," Yevheniia worked

with local history museums in the Donetsk and Luhansk regions.

Yevheniia has also worked with the only museum of Soviet art in

Ukraine, the Kmytiv Museum. She organized the museum’s

Contemporary Art Department and realized a major project entitled

"Attitude Gestures".

1. 2.

3.

1. Work from the exhibition
“Prialka, Shablya i Olen”
[“Spinning Wheel, Sabre and
Deer”] at the Stanytsia Luhanska
Local History Museum. (Photo by
Natalka Dyachenko)
2. De NE DE’s Contemporary Art
Department initiative at the
Kmytiv Museum of Soviet Art.
(Photo by Natalka Dyachenko)
3. Soviet sculptures turn their
backs on visitors as part of the
exhibition “Svitlograd Museum”
curated by DE NE DE at
Lysychansk Local History
Museum. (Photo by Hanna
Sorokova)

https://www.facebook.com/denedenede/
https://www.facebook.com/Donmuzey/
https://thisisbadland.com/the-kmytiv-museum-of-soviet-art/


Viktoriia Naumenko

Viktoriia’s engagement work includes the project Vilcha - the

resettled village which was dedicated to the research of the forced

resettlement experience from Chornobyl and the territories of

Anti-Terrorist Operation Zone, and Teaching History 4.0, a project

with teachers and museum workers from Ukraine, Russia, Belarus,

and Germany, the aim of which is to stimulate critical engagement

with national narratives about the Second World War. The main

challenge to her work has been the social tensions resulting from

the Russian-Ukrainian war. To decrease the potential for conflict

her project team invites mediators to join their projects and

conducts workshops on non-confrontational dialogue with

participants.

1.Project participants in Vilcha. (Photo by Viktoriia
Naumenko)
2. International historical hackathon within the project
“Teaching History 4.0”. (Photo by IBB Dortmund)
3. Project participants at the Memorial to the Murdered Jews
of Europe (Berlin). (Photo by IBB Dortmund)
4. Project participants at the Museum of the Second World
War (Gdańsk). (Photo by Viktoriia Naumenko)

1. 2.
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http://1986.org.ua/en/workshop/projects/vilcha-%E2%80%93-resettled-village
https://about-history.info/en/projects/13-teaching-history-40/


Svitlana Osipchuk

For the last six months Svitlana has been working with the Donbas

Media Forum project. This is an annual event organized by Donetsk

Institute of Information for public discussions, networking,

education, and exchanges of experience within the media

community. Last year the Forum gathered 600 participants from

different Donbas local media, from national media and from

abroad, from donor organisations, media and monitoring experts,

and state officials. Svitlana’s other engagement role was as

coordinator of projects for the Ukrainian Center for Holocaust

Studies, including an educational course for young researchers on

memorial culture in Ukraine and Germany. Each year UCHS invites

a group of researchers and memory activists to explore this topic

through interactions with local memorial institutions and actors

both in Kyiv and Berlin.

1. The 2019 participants of the UCHS course
discussing the key terms for Holocaust studies at
the House of Wansee Conference. (Photo provided
by Svitlana Osipchuk)
2. The 2019 participants of the UCHS course with
the House of Wannsee Conference coordinator
Tatyana Manykina during a field trip in Berlin.
(Photo provided by Svitlana Osipchuk)
3. A public event organized by Nadiya Ufimtseva
and Svitlana Osipchuk in Kyiv in 2019 to
commemorate the 1941 Babyn Yar massacre.
(Photo by Nadiya Ufimtseva).
4. A participant holding a monument's hand while
listening to a colleague during the educational city
tour in Berlin. (Photo provided by Svitlana
Osipchuk)

1. 2.
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https://www.facebook.com/pg/diidnua/photos/%3Ftab=album&album_id=2443176705718932&__tn__=-UC-R
https://www.facebook.com/uhcenter/


Clemens Poole

Clemens is Curator at Large at IZOLYATSIA, Platform for Cultural Initiatives in Ukraine.

He is curator of the project Gurtobus, a standard coach bus transformed into a

mobile culture center for pop-up events in various settings. During the 2019 season,

the project visited 24 villages, towns, and cities across Ukraine, conducting public

engagement programs around arts and culture in collaboration with local

organisations. The core curatorial theme of the project is to help communities in the

Ukrainian regions to reimagine their relationship to culture. All projects are designed

to introduce alternative frames for seeing culture rather than simply exhibiting

examples of culture. As a decentralisation initiative, the project seeks to empower

underserved communities across Ukraine by helping them access innovative cultural

expressions in their local contexts.

1. Gurtobus in Smila. (Photo by R. Sinhaievski © 2019 
Izolyatsia) 
2. Gurtobus: screening of Starobilsk Portrait. (Photo 
by R. Sinhaievski © 2019 Izolyatsia)
3. Gurtobus in Nykanorivka. (Photo by R. Sinhaievski
© 2019 Izolyatsia)
4. Gurtobus: White Cube in Smila. (Photo by R. 
Sinhaievski © 2019 Izolyatsia) 
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https://clemenspoole.com/
https://izolyatsia.org/en/
https://izolyatsia.org/en/project/community-culture-bus


Kirill Repin

Kirill is project coordinator of the summer school Viadrinicum that takes place for two weeks

every August at the European University Viadrina in the German-Polish twin city of Frankfurt

(Oder)-Słubice, aka Słubfurt. Viadrinicum focuses primarily on the countries of the Eastern

Partnership region, Russia and Poland, but locates itself conceptually in the larger post-

socialist context. Each summer the school brings together students, young researchers, civic

and cultural activists and artists to explore a particular theme, from urbanism through

migration and borders to peace and conflict. The school is designed as a transsectoral lab

and has a strong emphasis on participatory formats, allowing its participants to develop their

own small projects, that are usually presented in the form of an exhibition at a local

museum.

1. A stop at the community house project
“fforst” during the city walk through Słubfurt
with Michael Kurzwelly (Słubfurt/Nowa
Amerika). (Photo by Roman Boichuk)
2. Collective brainstorming of ArtLab
participants at Brandenburg Museum of
Modern Art moderated by Vladimir Us (Artist
Association “Oberliht”, Chișinău/Moldova).
(Photo by Kirill Repin)
3. Historical city walk in Frankfurt (Oder) and
Słubice with Professor Werner Benecke
(European University Viadrina Frankfurt
(Oder)/Germany). (Photo by Eto Kopaliani)
4. Introduction to the workshop on city
soundscaping with Jakub Słomkowski (Cultural
Association “Nie z tej Bajki”, Ostrowiec
Świętokrzyski/Poland). (Photo by Kirill Repin)
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https://viadrinicum.blog/
https://www.europa-uni.de/en/index.html
http://www.slubfurt.net/


Darya Tsymbalyuk

Darya’s engagement work includes Donbas Odyssey, a collaborative art

project which she started in 2015 together with Julia Filipieva and Victor

Zasypkin and which explores narratives of displacement through art

exhibitions and interventions in public spaces. In addition to art events

(Mystetskyi Arsenal, Kyiv, Ukraine, 2016; Odessa Biennale of Contemporary

Art, Odesa, Ukraine, 2017; Lviv Mediateka, Lviv, Ukraine, 2018; Migration

Stories Festival, Izmir, Turkey, 2018; Byre Theatre, St Andrews, Scotland,

2019), the project organises oral history and mental mapping workshops.

Another project that Darya is leading is Displaced Garden, an animation film

about human and non-human displacement that integrates documentary

quotes from oral histories with internally displaced people from Donbas. She

works on the film alongside Anna Khvyl, Nicholas Nazmi, Yulia Serdyukova,

Maria Voronchuk, Kateryna Voznytsia, Victor Zasypkin and others.

1. Hanna and Dmytro in front of Dmytro’s map, Donbas Odyssey, “What is your name?” group exhibition, Mystetskyi
Arsenal, 2016, Kyiv, Ukraine. (Photo by Hanna Dziuba)
2. Donbas Odyssey, Odessa Biennale of Contemporary Art, Odesa, Ukraine 2017. (Photo by Donbas Odyssey)
3. Mental mapping workshop, Migration Stories Festival, Izmir, Turkey, 2018 . (Photo by Donbas Odyssey)
4. ”Displaced Garden” project launch presentation, Kyiv, Ukraine 2019. (Photo by IZOLYATSIA. Platform for Cultural
Initiatives)

1. 2.

3. 4.

https://youtu.be/GUz2ArKv2lc
https://www.facebook.com/odyssey.donbass
https://youtu.be/bkvyKmdBkS4
https://youtu.be/ZGxyUYcAq-g
https://yutopiafilms.info/Displaced-Garden


Anton Valkovsky

Anton works with local communities to build and strengthen the image of

Volgograd as a center of contemporary art. One of the practical steps for realizing

this idea was the project “(Re)Inventing the Public,” the only event in Volgograd

region in the field of contemporary art (see, also, project events in 2015 and

2016). A performative curator, co-creator and facilitator, Anton develops ideas

together with artists. Together the project team realised 22 multi-media artworks

in 2015, 25 in 2016, 24 in 2018: these included microinterventions in the urban

environment, participatory artwork, community-based artwork, sound art and

audio installation, urban research, urban prototyping, participatory architecture,

immersive video installations, and performances.

1. “Urbanistration” group “Chronotopia +40”, immersive installation during the II Public-art
Festival ”(Re)Inventing the Public: Apologia of the Void”, 2016. (Photo by Gala Izmailova)
2. “Urban Poetry Lab”, participatory art project during the I Public-art Festival ”(Re)Inventing the Public: Check-
points”, 2015. (Photo by Alena Alekseeva-Zimina)
3. The Opening of the II Public-art Festival ”(Re)Inventing the Public: Apologia of the Void”, 2016. (Photo by Alena
Alekseeva-Zimina)
4. “4S2P” group “τράπεζα”, immersive installation, participatory performance during the III Public-art
Festival ”(Re)Inventing the Public: Seance of Hospitality”, 2018. (Photo by Alena Alekseeva-Zimina)

1. 2.

3. 4.

http://publicartvlg2018.tilda.ws/
http://publicartvlg.tilda.ws/
http://publicartvlg2.tilda.ws/


Maria Voronchuk

Maria’s engagement work includes the social documentary project “Miners’

Stories from Eastern and Western Ukraine." The project seeks to promote

dialogue between mining communities in eastern and western Ukraine through

the collection of oral histories which formed the basis for a documentary film.

The idea was to compare the lives of miners in two distant industrial regions that

nevertheless shared certain features. In order to collect oral histories the project

recruited volunteers from miner communities. The documentary film "Miners

Stories" and online exhibition of video stories were presented publicly in order to

build a social dialogue around common problems. The archive of miners stories

and documentary are open for public use. Miners’ Stories project team: Maria

Voronchuk, Oleksa Stasevych, Piotr Armianovski, Ksenia Kusina, Iryna Dmitrik,

and others.

1. Personal photographs of an interview respondent from 
Myrnograd, 2016. (Photo by Maria Voronchuk)
2. Members of the “Miners’ Stories” project team and 
respondents at Stashkova mine.(Photo by Miner’s Stories)
3. Members of  the “Miners’ Stories” project together with 
volunteers and respondents. (Photo provided by Maria 
Voronchuk)
4. Photograph of stained glass window in Chervonohrad City 
Hall. (Photo by Maria Voronchuk)
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https://www.iofc.org/miners-stories-en_video_trailer_2016
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